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Hi! Here we present our work titled Adaptive estimation of optimal color transformations for deep convolutional network based homography estimation.
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The paper is structured as follows: introduction, methodology, experimental setup, results and conclusions.



INTRODUCTION

 Homography estimation
 It consists of searching features correspondences between both images 
through a non-singular linear transformation

 Traditional approach
 Correspondence of feature points

 New proposals
 Deep learning
 Consensus
 Color transformation

 Regressor
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Let’s start with the introduction.Estimating an homography between two images has been a recurring issue in computer vision for years. Basically, it consists of searching features correspondences between both images through a non-singular linear transformation. This low-level processing is crucial in many more complex tasks, such as camera calibration or 3D reconstruction.The most applied algorithms for homography estimation are based on the correspondence of feature points. However, this technique can be ineffective or limited when the number of points extracted is not sufficient.Nevertheless, the outbreak of deep learning has led to the development of homography estimation techniques based on these new models.A previous work accomplishes its prediction due to a consensus from different estimations provided by a method used as a base. The pairs of transformed images, which are the input to the consensus model, are based on a random color transformation, which ensures that there is no loss in image quality. From the behavior of the performance achieved by the base method when a different transformed pair as given as input, it can be observed that some pairs yield better than others.In this paper, a single variation of this pair of images is generated, consisting of a color shift, which the aim of providing the best possible homography estimation. Regression techniques are considered to determine the best image variation in terms of performance.



METHODOLOGY

• Several pairs of random color
transformations are generated.

• To estimate the quality of the
homography estimations by using a
trained regressor.

• The pair of color transformations which
is estimated to yield the best
homography estimation performance is
chosen.

• The estimated homography is computed
by supplying the homography estimation
network the pair of images obtained by
applying the chosen pair of color
transformations to the original image
pair.
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The proposed procedure is as follows:The input of the system is a given pair of images.First, several pairs of random color transformations are generated.Then, the quality of the homography estimations obtained by using the pairs of color transformations is estimated by a trained regressor.After that, the pair of color transformations which is estimated to yield the best homography estimation performance is chosen.And finally, the estimated homography of the input pair of images is computed by supplying the homography estimation network the pair of images obtained by applying the chosen pair of color transformations to the original image pair.



EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

 Methods
 Molina-Cabello (2019), Consensus
 Nguyen (2018), Base
 Proposal, ColorShift

 Dataset:
 5,000 pairs of images has been created from the COCO dataset

 30 random color transformed pairs 
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Now, let’s see the methods and the dataset that we have employed in our experiments. The proposal described in this work is based on a previous work, noted as Consensus. Its estimation consists of a consensus prediction that is calculated by using several estimations. These predictions correspond to the output obtained by an homography estimator where the pair of images are random color transformed and provided as input. The homography estimator used as a base is noted as Base. According to the proposal of this work, it is noted as ColorShiftOn the other hand, in order to test the proposal, a synthetic dataset has been created from the COCO dataset as many state-of-the-art works have used in their experiments in order to establish a fair comparison between the considered homography methods. Additionally, a certain number of random color transformed pairs has been generated for each pair.



RESULTS
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 Images features and color transformation parameters analysis
 Studied configurations:

 Features from image pair and the color transformation
 Different performance measures based on the RMSE
 Group of samples
 Regressor type

 Best trained regressor

 Homography estimators comparison
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The results of this work can be organized into two different steps. The first phase is about the study of the color transformation parameter values of the Consensus method.The purpose of this study is to determine which characteristics may have the input pair of images that are supplied to the Base method so that they perform better. This way, which characteristics perform better can be predicted by training a regressor. After that, the second phase analyzes how our proposal performs by applying the best trained regressor. As it can be observed, the ColorShift prediction is slightly different from the ideal result while competitors present a higher error.



CONCLUSIONS

 A new framework for the homography estimation issue is proposed
 Convolutional deep learning network
 A preprocessing module to estimate the best possible variation of the input 
images pair
 Regressor

 Comparison
 An improvement in the performance of the homography estimation
 An improvement in the efficiency of the method with regard to the consensus-
based model 
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Finally, let’s see the conclusions.In this paper, a new framework for the homography estimation issue is proposed, which integrates a convolutional deep learning network, and whose main novelty is the application of a preprocessing module to estimate the best possible variation of the input images pair. This module consists of a regressor model that requires several features as input. The enhancement of this approach could be resume in two facts: an improvement in the performance of the homography estimation and an improvement in the efficiency of the method with regard to the consensus-based model.
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And that’s all. Thank you for your attention. 
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